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CHRISTMAS GREETINGS !

Mid year has come and gone and Christmas is almost upon us.
Adrian and Rhonda would like to wish all our shop customers, as well as all the mail
order customers interstate and overseas, a very Happy Christmas. Thank you for the
many greetings received so far and may 2013 be a good year for you all!
This year has seen a number of significant milestones in world history. 2012 has also
been the year of a couple of significant Maritime anniversaries. The ‘Titanic ‘disaster
happened 100 years ago. Also, a delightful little New Zealand Lake Steamer TSS
“Earnslaw” is also celebrating 100 years. Unfortunately, Float-a Boat can’t match these
milestones, but at least we can go half way. In this newsletter we shall look at the TSS
“Earnslaw” and “Float-a-Boat’s” 50th birthday.

Please note: Float-a-Boat will be closed from Saturday 22nd December and
will re-open on Tuesday 8th January.

NEW MODELLING PLANS
TSS “Earnslaw” New Zealand Lake Steamer.

It’s time we produced some drawings of ships outside Australia and what better subject than this fine classic steamer,
still actively plying the waters of Lake Wakatipu in the South Island.
We have had the drawing partly completed since 2009 after a visit to New Zealand, having experienced a most
enjoyable cruise on “Earnslaw” from Queenstown to Walter Peak. This 100th Birthday Year has provided the perfect
excuse to finish them.
She was built as a Railway Steamer in 1912 by John Mc Gregor & Co. of Dunedin on dimensions of 165.58 ft. x
24 ft. Net Tonnage - 155.43. Her triple expansion engines produce 500 HP at 145 r.p.m. For those wanting more
information, there is lots to be had on the internet.
The drawing consists of Lines, General Arrangement and Detail Drawings. The main drawing is at 1:48 scale with
larger scale details and consists of two large sheets. She is shown as she appeared circa 2007 prior to the fitting of the
two large life raft canisters on the foredeck. Price per set is $60.00 Model length is approx. 1070 mm.
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“FLOAT-A-BOAT” -

Golden Anniversary 1962 - 2012

Fifty years ago while still at High School, Adrian took a commission to build a model yacht for his first customer.
The orders kept coming and as his experience increased, drawing new designs and yacht construction were
keeping him very busy.
Although he was working full time as an Architect, the part time model business never stopped. It grew from
working in the garage at Geelong, Mont Albert and Sandringham to a showroom and workshop in Boronia.
From here the demand outgrew the premises as there was a definite need to expand and include Scale Modelling
along with the Competition Yachting. The business moved into our first retail shop at Camberwell. This gave
much more exposure to the general public rather than just club members. This also outgrew itself very quickly to
the point that we purchased a much larger building in Ringwood. Adrian could no longer run the business on his
own and extra help was definitely needed, so his wife Rhonda came on board full time. Thanks must also go to the
many part timers who help us out when work becomes more than the two of us can handle.
We have now been here since 2005 and already have extended the building to allow us more room to move.
We are so grateful to our many customers over the years who have supported us in so many ways. No business
survives without loyal customers and we have really appreciated the many good friendships formed along the
way.
We have also been encouraged as we have seen new modellers developing their skills as they enter the oldest of
modelling traditions. When we originally entered the retail side of the business, we were totally amazed at the
number of modellers who were not connected with clubs or organised groups. So many people love ships and the
sea and do their modelling for sheer pleasure with some fine results.
As many of our newsletter recipients will know, we started by designing and building competition model racing
yachts and over the years our designs were able to achieve many competition successes including 16 Australian
Championships, many State Titles as well as good success in overseas competitions. The increase in the retail
side has prevented us continuing to build the racing yachts but we still sell a very large range of fittings and
accessories for both the competition and casual sailor which we source from the most prominent suppliers
throughout the world.
The other area which has occupied many years of our time was
the construction of scale models for museums and collectors.
Although quite time consuming, this type of modelling has
been most satisfying and although hundreds of models have
found homes all over Australia and the world, we regret that
we never actually recorded the number of models we have
produced, especially in the early years.
I suppose in reality we are living our dream, which is only
possible by the wonderful support of so many others who share
with us in this most satisfying of recreation activities.
Adrian and Rhonda thank you most sincerely and look forward to the next 50 ..... (or part thereof!!)
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RHONDA’S BURIED TREASURE

Christmas gift suggestion - Gift vouchers are always available and very much appreciated

DISPLAY CASES

We are no longer able to build custom display cases as we did for many years.
Unfortunately, time no longer allows us to do this. However, out in our store we have
some large cardboard cartons containing display cases in kit form. Naturally, these won’t
fit every size model but they will fit the more common ship kit models. Three
sizes available - 500 x 310 x175mm , 620 x 580 x 220mm and 720 x 630 x 340mm .
We also have pre-grooved timber for custom display cases - 12x12x1000mm
Timber display stands are also available, as are brass and timber mounting pedestals.

MFA MOTORS / GEARBOXES

We carry this very good range from the UK. The motors are excellent quality and
suitable for the scale enthusiast. We also carry the motor /
gearbox combinations in 2.5:1, 6:1 and 11:1 ratios which suit
most modelling applications..The range is too extensive to list
here but please contact the shop for more information.

SOUND MODULES

For some time now we have stocked a new concept in
sound modules from the UK. The company is “Model Sounds” and they produce a completely portable,
self contained sound system which can be moved from model to model with ease. Called “Master Blaster”
it utilises a sound card which is inserted into the unit and these cards can be swapped around to give a huge
variety of sounds depending on the model they are
placed in. The unit can be charged from the USB
port in your computer or for those with no computers
there is a separate mini wall charger. Maritime
sounds are extensive with a suitable sound for most
vessels. Some even have background noises such as
escaping steam, spanners being dropped and seagulls
squawking,
The base unit sells for $65.95 and contains one sound
card of the modeller’s choice. Additional cards can be
purchased to produce different sounds as required and
they cost $19.00.
Simple plug in - plug out!
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HMAS “SYDNEY”
In our last newsletter we advertised the Card
Model HMS “Sydney” but at the time we
didn’t have a picture. Since then, one of our
customers, David Lumsden has built the kit
and it is presently displayed in the shop and
receiving much admiration.
There are quite a few modellers now building
their own. In fact, we have sold out twice
over, as it has proved very popular.
David informs us that the model is for sale
so if anyone is interested, please feel free to
contact the shop.

PAST EVENT
100th Lake Goldsmith Steam Rally

We were intending to let you know that Lake Goldsmith’s 100th Steam Rally was on last month but unfortunately we were not
able to get the newsletter together in time.
We were disappointed that we were not able to attend but those who did, reported that it was a fantastic weekend.
For those who didn’t get to attend, you may like to click on the link below and get a feel of what happened. The 101st Rally
will be on May 4th & 5th 2013. Always worth a visit.
http://www.abc.net.au/local/videos/2012/11/01/3623809.htm

NEW MODEL BOATING LAKE -

Support needed.

Plans have been released by Knox City Council in the Eastern Suburbs of Melbourne of the development of a new Public Park
and Recreation area which will include substantial wetland areas and provision for a purpose built model boating lake. This
is exciting news, especially if we can keep the weed planters at bay as well as those who want to put islands and fountains in
every stretch of water that they come across. Submissions have been put before the council officers as to what constitutes the
ideal model boating lake and so far reaction has been very positive.
The council is seeking preliminary interest in this venture and it would be good if a support list of interested modellers can be
assembled (rather like a loose “club” at this point.) There is certainly no pressure to become a future club member but at this
point the Council wishes to gauge public interest. The bigger the list the better!
Heading up the interest group is Rod Thompson, Phone: (03) 9763 1929 Email: rodthomp9@gmail.com who can give you
more information.
Sailing days will be organised at nearby lakes until the new facility is established. This is a perfect PR opportunity to show the
community what model boating is all about. Even if you belong to another club in the area, your support is still needed.
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SPOTLIGHT ON MODELLERS
PS “Enterprise” by David Miles
Who better to build a model of the P.S. “Enterprise” than one of her Skippers who knows every corner of this
historic vessel. As many of you know, the 1:1 scale “Enterprise” is a working exhibit at the National Museum of
Australia in Canberra. Originally built at Echuca in 1878, she plied the inland river network for many decades
before being purchased by the N.M.A. in 1984. She was restored as a Bi-Centennial project with much or the
work done in Echuca. The boiler was replicated in South Australia and
the engine overhauled in Victoria. Dave mentions that his model was
commenced at the end of 2005. She is built at the impressive scale of
1:12 which allows for lots of detail to be shown. As can be imagined,
Dave found a real challenge building the paddles and the steering wheel.
Nothing is commercially available at this large scale so he set about to
create these items himself. The “boiler” is from scrap storm water pipe
and the “logs” in the boiler well are from small tree branches from his
garden. We feel that Dave has done a very impressive job and certainly
has achieved the “feel” of the full size vessel.
Dave very kindly sent us several pages describing the history of the build
and although we do not have enough room in the newsletter to include
these details we will be very pleased to forward an email copy to those of
you who request it. It makes for interesting reading.
Many thanks to Dave Miles for sharing this fine model with us all.
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